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General 
Information

This installation manual aims to ensure 
that Corkeen installations are done with 
great quality. A high-quality installation is 
important for the safety of users and for the 
durability of the system installed.

This manual is part of the support 
documents in the Corkeen Certification 
education. Following this manual is 
essential to receive and keep the 
certificate.
 
Installing Corkeen is different from installing 
traditional rubber. The biggest difference 
is cork’s low density, when compared with 
rubber. Cork granules also react differently 
with binders compared with rubber.
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This manual consists of 
the following parts

 - Safety Procedures
 - Subbase construction
 - Primer application
 - Base layer installation
 - Top layer installation



Make sure that you wear proper shoes and 
clothes to protect yourself. Always wear 
gloves and safety glasses. It is important 
to wear a dust mask and ear protection 
during the material mixing process. You will 
also need to use other safety equipment, 
that may be required in the area where the 
installation takes place, like helmets, and fire 
extinguishers. It is important to have an eye 
washing station nearby for any emergency 
cleansing.
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Safety Procedures

List of safety equipment

 - Proper shoes 
 - Suitable clothes 
 - Gloves 
 - Safety glasses
 - Dust mask  

 

 - Ear protection 
 - Helmet
 - Fire extinguishers
 - Eye washing station



Subbase 
construction
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A correct subbase construction is the key to a  
high-quality installation and a durable surface over 
time. This will avoid problems like bumps and sags that 
could lead to cracks and a defective safety surface. 

The correct subbase construction will prevent water 
from staying on the surface and creating puddles.

A subbase with non-adhesion properties will not stick 
the Corkeen system to the ground, which will increase 
the risk of floating after heavy rainfalls. Be aware that 
local ground conditions define the type of materials to 
be used.

Check the local ground conditions in the next pages to 
address all the parameters.



Permeability
The subbase should be permeable so that water can drain from it. In case of 
asphalt or concrete (waterproof surfaces), a surface inclination becomes even 
more important.

Inclination of the surface
An inclination of 1 % for “flat” surfaces is important, especially if the subbase has 
low or no permeable properties, like asphalt or concrete.

Load bearing capacity
The subbase needs to have a capacity to support the loads applied to the ground. 
The key is to make sure that no shoe marks show, when walking on the subbase 
prior to installation.
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Flatness
The recommendation is defined in the product’s internal installation specification. 
The correct flatness is important to secure the CFH values and reduce the amount 
of material being used during the base layer installation.

Hardness
The subbase should be hard, and compacted, no flexibility appearing in the 
subbase.

Edge height
You must have a correct edge height, so that after installation there isn’t any 
transition between the Corkeen installation and the surrounding areas. The edge 
height depends on the thickness of the complete Corkeen system.
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Adhesion properties
Before installation of the Corkeen system, make sure there will be a strong bond 
between the subbase and the system. For example, installing on a primed and 
clean asphalt or concrete is acceptable since the base layer will be stuck to the 
subbase after the binder has cured.

On the other hand, if you install the base layer on stone powder, you wouldn’t get 
the bond between the base layer of cured cork and the subbase.

Always remember to prime the edges and playground equipment connected 
with Corkeen in order to receive a strong adhesion between Corkeen and the 
surrounding materials.

Other conditions
We recommend a clean surface with no organic material on top of the subbase. 
The subbase should be dry and waste free.

The subbase should always be inspected and approved by the installation 
supervisor prior to installation.

Consult local ground experts and Corkeen if you have any questions or concerns.
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Primer 
application 
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Pre-application
Spraying procedure

The primer is necessary to stabilize the subbase if 
built on crushed stones. It also prevents Corkeen from 
“floating” after heavy rainfalls due to its adhesion 
properties.

We always recommend priming a subbase made of 
concrete or asphalt.



Pre-application

Confirm that all tools and machinery are 
well maintained and clean. You should also 
check if there is enough material according 
to the order and the actual size of the 
surface.

Check the weather forecast, to make sure 
it is aligned with the requirements in the 
binder’s Technical Data Sheet.

Make sure that the operational form is 
followed and filled in during installation.

Before the Primer Application, please 
check if you have all the necessary 
machines and tools.
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List of equipments

 - Drum wrench
 - Drum tap
 - Drum support
 - Paddle mixer
 - Liquid sprayer
 - Cable reel
 - Generator
 - Plastic buckets
 - Digital scale



Spraying procedure

The first step is to open the binder lock with the drum wrench and install the drum 
tap, then install the binder drum on a drum support. 

Use a paddle mixer to mix the right amount of binder (same binder as the one 
being used for the base layer) together with a solvent.

The specific solvent, binder and consumption rates are found in the product’s 
internal installation specification. Fill the liquid sprayer with the primer.

Connect the sprayer system to a compressor – 4.5 bar or 65 psi of pressure is 
ideal. Spray the primer evenly over the subbase. It should drain approximately 
50 mm/2 inches. 

Curing time is defined in the product’s internal installation specification.

Remember to clean the liquid sprayer with acetone after usage.
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Base layer 
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Preinstallation
Installation
Inspection

The objective of the base layer is to create shock 
absorbing properties in order to meet the required CFH 
(Critical Fall Height).



Preinstallation

Verify that the primer on top of the subbase is cured. Confirm that all tools and machinery 
are well maintained and clean. You should also check if there is enough material according 
to the order and the actual size of the surface.

Check the weather forecast, to make sure it is aligned with the requirements in the 
binder’s Technical Data Sheet.

Make sure that the Corkeen operational form is followed and filled in during installation. 
The size of the installation will define the machines, equipment and tools needed.
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List of equipments

 - Drum wrench
 - Drum tap
 - Drum support
 - Extension cable
 - Tool set
 - Measuring tape
 - Cable Reel
 - Mixer with special paddles 
suitable for the size of the 
project installed

 - Duct tape 
 

 

 - Plastic buckets with 
measurement scale (L)

 - Digital scale
 - Wheelbarrow
 - Wooden board
 - Metal bar
 - Meter stick or yard stick
 - Shovel
 - Hot trowel equipment
 - Smoothing trowels
 - Lightweight rake
 - Lightweight roller



Installation

Make sure there is a good communication between the installation team members 
so that everything is clear in order to proceed. Check so the granules are dry. 

Ensure the binder is within shelf life according to correspondent label. Recap the 
information of the binder’s Technical Data Sheet. Check if the real temperature of 
binder follows the recommendations.

Make sure all the edges are primed before starting the mixing process. Find the 
right proportion of materials and start to mix them. Always wear a dust mask when 
mixing the material.

Start by mixing Corkeen Base Layer Engineered Cork Granules with the correct 
proportions of binder.

Mixing ratios will be found in the product’s internal installation specification. Mixing 
time should be carefully controlled, optimum mixing meaning a sufficient level of 
mixing.

Do not allow it to sit for too long before installing, as it may cause premature 
curing of the binder.

Make sure the mix is thoroughly blended with no visual lumps or granules of 
binder.
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Use a wheelbarrow to carry the mixture to its right destination at the job site and, 
with a colleague’s help, pour the mixture into the desired place.

Prepare a supporting wooden board with a height corresponding to the right 
thickness of the base layer while pouring out the granules. Use a special rake and 
a metal bar to get all the materials in place.

Make sure the mixed granules are levelled quickly after distribution - if not, they 
could start curing.

Use the light roller in a gentle way to compact the base layer. The level of 
compaction is defined in the internal installation specification of the product.

For the roller to move smoothly on the surface without sticking to granules, a mix 
of 80 % water and 20 % soap should be applied to the roller.

Check the thickness of the base layer regularly. Use a pre-heated hand trowel 
to get the joints together and achieve a nice surface finish. Pay attention to the 
edges and corners.

Curing time dependents on the thickness, temperature, and humidity – check the 
binder’s Technical Data Sheet.

It is important to clean everything after using the tools and equipment.
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Inspection

When the Base Layer Installation is complete, it is time for inspection. An 
installation supervisor or an experienced installer in the team does the inspection. 
It is important to check the entire installation before leaving the job site. Look for 
any uneven visible damages or faults. Do you see any visible joints? They should 
be invisible.

Check the edges and the corners to check that the space for the top layer is 
even. The thickness of the top layer is defined in the product’s internal installation 
specification.

Make sure you protect the installation with a safety fencing, so passers-by and 
animals don’t walk on the site while the job is not finished.

The curing process is dependent on the temperature and humidity. The curing 
time is defined in the Technical Data Sheet.
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Top layer
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Preinstallation
Installation
Inspection

The top layer exists to support the system from wear 
and tear. It is important to install the correct thickness 
and use the right ratio of binder.



Preinstallation

Check if the base layer is completely cured by gently pressing your foot on it. If you can 
walk on the surface without leaving marks, it is cured.

For the curing process validation, the base layer should always recover to its initial 
thickness after stepping on it. Make sure passers-by have not destroyed parts of the base 
layer surface with shoeprints.

Check if the base layer is free from debris before starting with the top layer installation. 
There should be no visible cracks in the base layer. 

Check if the base layer sticks well to the edges. Use a leaf blower to get rid of any loose 
granules on the top of the base layer.

Confirm that all tools and machinery are well maintained and clean for the installation of 
the top layer. Make sure the granules used for the top layer are dry.

Ensure that the team members communicate well and use the same terminology in order 
to avoid misunderstandings. The size of the installation will define the machines and tools 
needed. 
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List of equipments

 - Drum wrench
 - Drum tap
 - Drum support
 - Extension cable
 - Tool set
 - Measuring tape
 - Cable Reel
 - Mixer with special paddles  
suitable for the size of  
the project installed

 - Duct tape
 - Plastic buckets
 - Digital scale
 - Wheelbarrow
 - Shovel
 - Hot trowel equipment
 - Smoothing trowels
 - Meter stick or yard stick
 - Screed box
 - Roller with heater



Installation

Check the weather forecast, to make sure it is aligned with the requirements in the 
binder’s Technical Data Sheet. 

Recap the information of the Technical Data Sheet and check if the real 
temperature of binder follows the mentioned recommendations.

Mix Corkeen Top Layer Engineered Cork Granules with the correct proportions of 
appropriate binder using the mixer. The ratio of the components is defined in the 
product’s internal installation specification.

Mixing time should be carefully controlled, optimum mixing meaning sufficient level 
of mixing.

Do not allow it to sit for too long before installing, as this may cause premature 
curing of the binder. Make sure the mix is thoroughly blended with no visual lumps 
or granules of binder.
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Use a wheelbarrow to carry the mixed granules to its right destination at the job 
site. Fill up the screed box and open the gap accordingly in order to get an even 
spread of the granules.

The final thickness of the top layer is defined in the product’s internal installation 
specification. Adjust the screed box if needed.

Roll the screed in parallel lines. While one person is rolling the screed, the next 
person is compressing the top layer with a preheated roller to compress the top 
layer material. 

The temperature of the preheated roller is defined in the product’s internal 
installation specification.

For the top layer, add some pressure to get a well compacted top surface. Use a 
pre-heated hand trowel to get the joints together and achieve a nice surface finish. 
Check the thickness of the top layer regularly. Fine tune the edges and corners.

Make sure no joints are visible. Curing time depends on the thickness, 
temperature, and humidity. Pay attention to the Technical Data Sheet 
recommendation.
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Inspection

The installation supervisor or an experienced installer on the team does the 
inspection. Please check the entire installation before leaving the job site. Look for 
any uneven visible damages or defects. Do you see any visible joints? They should 
be invisible.

Check the edges and the corners. Clean the tools and the machinery. Make sure 
you protect the installation with a safety fencing, so passers-by and animals don’t 
walk on the site during curing process.

Return to the installation after curing to make sure the complete surface 
installation looks nice without any defects. Clean the surrounding area from 
cork granules and rubbish. Add any unexpected events encountered during the 
installation to the Operational Form.
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Notes

The information provided in this Installation Manual is not intended to be used as a purchasing specification and does not imply suitability for use in a specific 
application. Failure to select the proper product may result in either equipments damage or personal injury. Please coontact Corkeen Global regarding 
specific application recommendations. Corkeen Global expressly disclaims all warranties or merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose. Corkeen 
Global is not liable for any indirect special, incidental, consequential, or punitive damages as a result of using the information listed in this Installation Manual. 
For contractual purposes, please contact info@corkeen.com.



Corkeen Global
Rua de Meladas, 260
4535-186 Mozelos VFR. Portugal

T. +351 22 747 5300
F. +351 22 747 5301

Corkeen USA
26112 110th Street, Trevor
Wisconsin 53179, USA

T. + 1 262 862 2311
F. + 1 262 862 2500

info@corkeen.com 
www.corkeen.com


